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Project Background: The National Gallery of the Spoken Word

The National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW) is a National Science Foundation funded Digital Library Initiative, Phase Two project to create a significant, carefully organized on-line repository of spoken word collections. A collaborative project among the humanities, engineering, and library science, the gallery will provide the first large-scale repository of its kind through the identification and digital preservation of crucial materials in tape libraries throughout the United States. The NGSW is pioneering developments in information storage as it creates a recognized set of standards for preservation and access, and constructs sophisticated and integrated search mechanisms.

Early in the NGSW project, while meeting with the Library of Congress staff in Washington, NGSW personnel were urged to expend significant effort on system metadata and metadata management, with LOC arguing that this critical area was being neglected in digital audio storage and delivery. They believed other forms of metadata had been addressed by the community and were much better understood. To this end, LOC staff suggested using the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference Model
 OAIS Red Book, May 1999. Available in PDF at http://ssdoo.gsfc.nasa.gov/nost/isoas/ref_model.html. 

The NGSW project consists of several partners with archiving needs separate from those required for this project. Each partner is independently constructing digital archives, and to require all partners to centrally locate records for the NGSW would both duplicate efforts and storage expense. As a solution which allows each partner to independently hold data and for the NGSW to access all records held by the partners, we chose a federated archives system as described in OAIS. For this federated system to operate across multiple archives in a timely and efficient manner, the NGSW needed a search integrator.

NGSW staff at MATRIX, The Center for Humane Arts, Letters, and Social Sciences Online at Michigan State University, generated a proposal for an NGSW delivery system based on the model proposed by NASA. The full text of this proposal is available for download from the NGSW web site INSERT link to final draft of NGSW Delivery System
. The NGSW system will resemble an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) stripped of its storage facilities, ingesting material from diverse sources on one side, and delivering those materials on the other. The key responsibilities of an OAIS are all present. In fact, one of the key responsibilities is also one of the key missions of the NGSW: ensure that the consumer community will be able to understand and use the archived materials. 

When considered in the context of the Internet, the NGSW model of distributed holdings with a centralized consumer interface raises several questions. Specifically, bandwidth available to consumers can be severely constrained in many cases, and can vary wildly even in well-connected locations. The same is true of network service to producer locations, and the problem is aggravated by the demanding nature of providing multimedia streaming service. Additionally, some clients, particularly classroom instructors, need the ability to use archive holdings on a scheduled basis, in an environment which does not tolerate the failings of the network and/or storage systems. Finally, the nature of storing large quantities of digital multimedia is that some of the holdings are likely to be on off- or near-line storage, with some delay required to retrieve them. The proposed solutions to these constraints is to provide a set of caching and scheduling functions, and to allow the consumer to request an object, then return later for actual display or playback.

One of the goals of the NGSW is to make archived media materials more accessible to educational users. While the project expects that basic tools and project-constructed galleries showcasing some of the existing material will be useful in this direction, no single organization has the resources to create enough such content to finish the job. Thus, NGSW hopes to provide advanced tools so that consumers are empowered to create their own topical galleries. The provision of these tools raises the question of how the output of such tools will be stored and accessed.

NGSW expects to run, in addition to the presently described distribution system, a more traditional OAIS-based object repository. Selection of the correct metadata specifications and proper design of the archive's object architecture will allow user-created gallery objects and sub-objects to be stored in this archive. The direct impact of this service on the delivery system will be in the technical details of the submission agreement between the archive and the distribution system.

Adapting the OAIS model to serve as a Delivery System turned into a larger undertaking than anticipated. In its simplest form, the standard OAIS model calls for a repository system in which digital objects are submitted for storage, checked for validity and joined with management information, tagged, and stored for retrieval by consumers. These consumers interact with the repository in a largely predictable fashion. Our Delivery System, however, would need a bi-directional model, allowing consumers to request an ingestion of material, and a structure to temporarily house that material for scheduled delivery. It would also need to allow for consumer created delivery models for which we could not, in advance, prepare a delivery system. Instead, we would need to develop a method by which we could allow for this restructuring.


Our challenges in creating this delivery system, then, were several:

	How could the OAIS model be adapted for consumer-initiated ingestion?

What model would allow for temporary storage of objects for later delivery?
What system would allow for consumers to be notified when requested objects would not be forthcoming within “X” amount of time and notify them of estimated delivery time and a method for retrieval?
What rights would need to be negotiated in a federated system to temporarily house objects as they were passed through our delivery archive on their way to a consumer?
How could we convince collaborating archives to adopt an OAIS model?
How would we ingest objects from non-OAIS compliant archives?
What services would be necessary for allowing consumers to create their own temporary delivery structures; i.e., how could we enable services such as teacher-created galleries?
As archives join the delivery system, what naming system will successfully preserve both the producer naming structure, yet provide for unique object identification with the delivery model?

Main Entities

Of importance for understanding the NGSW adaptation of the reference model are the major entities proposed for inclusion in an OAIS compliant archive. For compliance, archives should contain entities specifically designed to handle Ingest, Archival Storage, Data Management, Administration, and Access. Each entity is discussed in detail in the OAIS model, and adaptations necessary for the NSGW Delivery System will be discussed, but it should be understood that at the point of delivery, the NGSW Delivery System does not actually store any data, except in the previously mentioned caching role designed to alleviate practical problems which might arise from the need to use specific items on a tight schedule when those items might reside in offline storage. In effect, the NGSW Delivery System is really a search integrator, fanning out client searches to multiple digital archives, and combining the results. The NGSW storage archive will consist of partnering institutions, one of which will be the NGSW digital archive, working in a federated system. In this role, the NGSW Delivery System functions as the integrator in this federation, as outlined in Section 4 of the OAIS model, and presents web consumers with a uniform system for accessing all the varied, often remote resources of the NGSW. For this reason, a data flow from consumer to producer, which is not described in the Reference Model, has been integrated into the NGSW system.

Since the Delivery System does not store any archival data or metadata, some of the functions described in the OAIS reference model are not particularly applicable to the NGSW Delivery System. These functions have been deleted from our description. While these alterations in effect purge many of the functions from the major storage areas, we have maintained these "major areas" in extremely simple form. We feel this is justified by the clear-cut distinction which must be made between the two types of material passing through the Delivery System, especially as queries will only generate one type or the other in nearly all circumstances. In addition, we have removed certain transfers between functions. Most involve coordination between removed storage functions. Some confirmation transfers have been eliminated for two reasons: 

	storage does not occur, so ensuring successful storage is redundant. 
	individual transactions are expected to produce either metadata or multimedia objects, but not both; thus atomicity (ensuring that updates to both repositories succeeded) is unnecessary.


While we have removed large sections of the reference model, it is still useful in this application because of the large amount of remaining functionality. Also, the delivery archive will be drawing data from other model-compliant archives. Finally, while we have in effect removed the long-term storage functionality, there is still a need for some short term storage of intermediate results and of material scheduled for later use. 

Given the extensive nature of the changes made to the OAIS Reference Model to create this delivery system, a fair question is whether the source document was the correct starting place. It should be noted that the Delivery System resembles a real archive in a number of ways. 

	This system must ingest materials from one or more producers, ensuring their integrity and compliance with pre-agreed standards. 


	The Delivery System faces rights management issues and must negotiate various management systems for individual data objects. 


	Since the primary purpose of the system is to provide a user interface, substantial effort must be invested in designating and understanding the target community. 


	Even without a long-term storage component, there are significant needs for policy development, negotiation of agreements with producers, and other management functions. 


	The Delivery System must be able to track usage, and analyze usage data for changes in the designated user base. 


The OAIS Reference Model can be viewed as a Best Current Practice document for archival management, raising virtually all of the important general questions which should be considered by any incipient archive. Interaction between two archives should be simplified by the existence of the documentation required of a compliant archive. The discipline inherent in compliance should be of benefit to any delivery system or archive, as well as easing the creation of a federation of cooperating archives and delivery systems.


Specific Variances in the NGSW from the OAIS Reference Model

Access:

Of all the major functions, only Access has no deletions. We added two functions which we thought could enhance the original model: a "statistics manager" function to track user activity, and a "results cache" with associated storage to retain partial search results as they arrive from the producer archives.

The OAIS model requires that an archive monitor the Designated Community, in order to be able to define the membership of that community, and to determine what that community will need in order to understand and use the archived material. Some type of statistical analysis and user activity tracking is a nearly inescapable part of any such understanding. In any case where rights management plays a role, it is also likely to be essential to have such reporting. In our design, a significant portion of the needed caching activity takes place in this functional entity. This concentrates the caching and statistical functions near each other, allowing the two operations to interact and reducing development costs.

Metadata Management

To represent this data flow more accurately, we have renamed the "data management" major area to "metadata management," and the "archival storage" area to "audio/ephemera management." Material flowing from producer archives will consist primarily of two types: audio, and metadata describing that audio. The term "storage" is particularly misleading in the delivery system, since nothing is actually stored long term.

Since no materials are actually stored in the delivery system, we have deleted the "database," "administer database" and "generate report" functions. The remaining functions have been combined into a single "coordinate queries" function, showing the passing of queries from Access, through the Metadata Management area, and eventually to the producer archives.

Audio/Ephemera Management

We have renamed the archival storage group to better represent the true nature of the delivery system, and nearly all functions in this group have been deleted, since they deal specifically with management of stored data.

We have added an appointment function to cache data for later, scheduled use. The principle is that archival data in producer archives might be offline at the desired time; the appointment function ensures that the data is in local, online storage in advance. This function of course requires some storage, and an added "disk" function provides this. We have combined the "receive data" and "provide data" into a function called "coordinate queries." This function passes queries to the ingest group, accepts responses, and coordinates with the appointment function as necessary.

Ingest

The Ingest block of the reference model contains a function to generate descriptive information about newly submitted data. Since the delivery system will never store metadata or data for any significant period of time, no preservation efforts are needed. Producers are expected to describe the intellectual content and representation information adequately. Data regarding the mechanics of access are unnecessary, since agreements with the producers will limit variations, and means of handling all acceptable formats will be built into system software.

Administration

Since the delivery system will store no data, no updates will be necessary, and the "archival information update" function is deleted. 

We have deleted the "interact with management" function from the model, since the extent of its real connections are myriad and not necessary for an understanding of our model. The primary function of management in this case would be to direct policy and procedure, and to monitor operation in summary terms. We have connected management to the policy function. It should be understood that the function is not deleted from the system.

Archive Interoperability

I.	Type of Interoperability
For reasons of both economics and scale, the NGSW will necessarily be a distributed system. Interoperability among participating partners, as both producer and consumer, will be essential to presenting web consumers with a uniform system for accessing NGSW resources. The heart of the NGSW is a distributed archive system, as outlined in the OAIS Reference Model section 6.1.3, so we have chosen to adopt the Federated Archives model. The model for federated archives brings together several OAIS compliant archives in a capacity allowing them to serve both their own local consumers and a larger, global consumer through a combined cataloging service. The NGSW Delivery System fills this combined cataloging service role acting as a consumer to each participating partner and as a single pathway into many archives for web clients, the "global consumer" for each participating archive.

II	Technical Issues facing Federated Archives
In order to achieve interoperability among what will certainly be diverse systems and interfaces, negotiations must occur between participating partners to set standards for communication, distribution, and access rights. Among the negotiations that should take place between the archives and the delivery system are the following:

a. 	The naming system for Archival Information Packages (AIP) becomes an issue. When an archive joins the NGSW, efforts should be undertaken to insure that none of the unique names used for AIPs stored at that archive conflict with names of AIPs in other archives. The simplest procedure for avoiding this issue is to concatenate the naming system already in use with a unique preface assigned to all Dissemination Information Packages (DI) leaving the producing archive and entering the NGSW delivery system as Submission Information Packages (SIP).

Object names in the NGSW delivery system will include the NGSW system designation of the producer, and the producers own object name, in order to make them unique. As part of the negotiation phase, agreements will have to be reached between NSGW and producers regarding how to notify NGSW of naming changes in producers archive systems. Additional components of object names may be found to be useful or necessary, and will be added as the system design progresses. NGSW also understands that this type of naming does not contribute to the identification of objects from different producer archives with identical (or highly similar) intellectual content. Other technical means will be explored to provide this.

b.	Duplicate AIPs present a unique challenge in that like collections could have duplicate content information from similar objects already in the system or on loan from another OAIS. Each of these AIPs would appear to a user as a unique AIP and not as a duplicate. This should not be as serious an issue with audio archives as with perhaps other types of holdings, but should be easily avoided nonetheless through the markup associated with each record if that markup is allowed to contain information as to whether the digital object is an original or a copy and, if a copy, of which file it is a copy.
 By "copy" or "original" we assume here that many of the digital objects will certainly be digital copies of analog originals. Only the original digital copy of an analog recording will qualify as an original digital object.

c.	Preservation of access to AIPs in a federated system should be negotiated when an archive joins the federation. Unfortunately, there may come a time when an archive would close or somehow become no longer able to provide digital access to its holdings. In this instance, the other federated archives should have an agreement outlining who may take possession of AIPs held by the closing archive, who may take transfer of the rights to that information, and who will have the responsibility for preservation of those AIPs.

d.	Managing access to AIPs becomes challenging in a federated system as each participating archive must honor its particular permissions on its holdings while simultaneously trying to serve a general, global consumer. As each archive will almost certainly have a system to enforce copyright permissions on its holdings already in place, negotiations will take place to support and extend the existing permission implementations into the NGSW delivery system. 

The simplest approach for resolution of this challenge is to create default permissions where only those DIPs which would be available for dissemination to everyone would be available in the NGSW architecture. In this approach, the authentication for permission to access AIPs is handled by each member OAIS under the assumption that all requests coming from the NGSW delivery architecture consumer are handled as dissemination to a single user.

A second approach for honoring copyright and file permissions is to enable a credential passing system within the NGSW delivery architecture where specific, known remote users can be authenticated into the system through a log-in access system. Several proposals are currently under consideration at the W3C for passing digital certificates to insure authentication. NGSW will monitor these proposals for progress on this issue. 

For all but researchers, however, the initial implementation of the NGSW delivery architecture will concentrate only on those AIPs from producers with clear copyright for open dissemination. As existing certificate technologies become easier for users to handle and to implement system-wide without creating usability barriers, we anticipate that the NGSW will host more files with certain usage restrictions.


Modes of Use

The NGSW holdings will be made available to consumers in multiple levels of detail and by multiple sources as a way to provide better access for defined audiences. Sound files held at the NGSW will be made available to web users via an as yet unselected streaming protocol. Uncompressed files may be available for researchers and others interested in analyzing inaudible or nearly inaudible portions of sound files which may be lost in compression. Both streaming protocols and the uncompressed format may change over the life of the archive as online standards and technology advance.

Consumers will access the files in the NGSW through several methods:

a.	Consumers wishing to search the NGSW will do so at two levels, with a transparent interface connecting both search methods as one for easier use. Using content metadata, searches will generate a list of related files. Consumers will have the option of either listening to the returned files in their entirety, or of conducting a search for certain keywords or phrases within each file. This second method will employ audio search technology developed by the NGSW, allowing sound searches to be conducted at the word level.  Research and development of this “topic spotting” software continues as part of the NGSW project. For current information on this project, see http://www.ngsw.org. 

b.	For educators especially, the NGSW will offer an "appointment" scheduler. Teachers interested in using the NGSW files in their classroom will be able to schedule a time when certain sound recordings will be preloaded onto the NGSW Delivery archive cache for faster delivery. They will be able to group sounds according to their own best practices and curriculum decisions, using the NGSW servers as a temporary host for their own virtual galleries. Teachers will be able to insert links, add commentary, and assign tasks to be completed using the NGSW holdings. Depending on usage and storage requirements, these temporary galleries could be left online for longer periods of time for student use in later assignments. The files would always be available from the NGSW, but the teacher's groupings and assignments based on those files could be left available for a specified period of time.

c.	Experts in history, politics, and other subject areas will construct thematic galleries, bringing together recordings for exhibition as a connected whole. Newly developed galleries will be featured at the NGSW site, with then archived so that the content associated with the sound files remains available for interested parties. 

d.	Researchers or other consumers interested in receiving a CD containing files they find at the NGSW may request a CD via an online form. There will be a nominal fee to cover the cost of the CD, production, and mailing. Copyright and access restrictions will apply, so certain files may not be distributed in this manner.



System Implementation 

In the development of the delivery system model, we have added or deleted a number of functions from the reference system, and our choices are justified in the sections describing those changes. We have not, however, removed or added any of the requirements which the Model places on compliant archives. It is primarily these requirements, rather than the sample implementation, which make the Model so useful. 

The National Gallery of the Spoken Word project is funded through a five year research grant from the National Science Foundation. The ongoing research into audio digitization, metadata, and system design methodologies has only recently progressed far enough that we have audio to deliver. The Delivery System is still in the implementation phase, and we expect several changes as we reach full scale and open the NGSW to the general public. We expect to have fully implemented this system, and partially implemented the NGSW OAIS compliant storage archive, within a year’s time. After the system is finalized and has been operating for some time, we expect to return to this document and include changes reflective of where the building of the final system, as opposed to the proposed model, differ.

